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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HIGH~ENERGY 

NEGATIVE PHOTOPIONS FROM DEUTERIUM 

Kenneth C. Bandtel 
Thesis 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University .of California, Berkeley, California 

July, 1953 

ABSTRACT 

Negative pions photoproduced from deuterium by the 330 -Mev 

bremsstrahlung of the Berkeley synchrotron have been investigated by 

observing pion-proton coincidences. A (CD2 )n - (CH2 )n subtraction 

yields the neutron contribution. The purpose of the investigation is to 

determine how often the initial triplet spin state of the deuteron changes 

to a singlet spin state for the two final identical nucleons, in the re

action y + d- TT + p + p. Dr. R. E. Le Levier has calculated the 

energy spectrum produced assuming 1) the spin state always remains 

the same, and 2) the spin state always changes. The experimental 

measurements are integral over meson energy from a lower limit up

wards, and also over the time of flight between the proton and the pion. 

Thus, when Le Levier's spectra are folded' into the experimental res

olution of the equipment and the bremsstrahlung spectrum they yield a 

number proportional to the experimental measurement. The ratios of 

various experimental measurements are compared with the theoreti

cally predicted ratios. Within the limitations of the theory (which uses 

a nonrelativistic expression for the nucleon energies) and the accuracy 

of the experimental measurements, the results indicate an interaction 

intermediate between the two extremes. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HIGH-ENERGY 

NEGATIVE PHOTOPIONS ;FROM DEUTERIUM 

Kenneth C 0 B andte 1 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

July, 1953 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Statement of the Problem and its Significance 

After charged pions produced by photons were discovered (Reference 

16 contains a summary of the early photopion production experiments), one 

of the first things to be measured was the ratio of the photoproduction of 

negative pions to that of positive pionso The simplest nucleus which can 

produce both negative and positive pions is deuterium (if is be'lieved · ~ -

impossible to produce negative pions from a proton or positive pions from 

a neutron). Thus, the minus -plus ratio of pions photoproduced from deu

terium should give a comparison of the y - p and the y - n interactiono 

White
16 

has measured the minus -plus ratio from de~teriurn at angles 
0 0 0 

of 45 , 90 , and 135 , and at several energies for each angleo He finds 

that the ratio is close to one, within statistics, in all cases measured. The 

results of Littauer and Walker18 and of Lebow et a/ ~re in agreement with 

White 1 s. The unity ratio suggests that the production of positive and nega

tive pions is symmetrical except for the sign of the charge. 

Theoretical calculations of the minus -plus ratio have been made, and 

they are listed in References 36 and 18 of White 1 s papero When the electro

m~gnetic interaction of the photons with the currents due to moving. charges 

is considered, then the minus -plus ratio is strongly dependent on pion 

energy and angle of production. However, when the interaction of the photon 
with the static magnetic moments of the nucleons is considered, then a 

minus -plus ratio close to unity is predicted which is nearly independent of 

the angle or energy of the pion. This latter agreement suggests that the 

interaction between photons and nucleons that results in production of pions 

may depend on the spin of the nucleon. 
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In view of this, it is reasonable to ask what fraction of the time 

the spin of the nucleon "flips over" in the act of photoproduction, if at 

all. In other words, how often does the deuteron triplet spin state go 

over into a singlet spin state for the two final nucleons, after photo-pion 

production. 

Sinc.e we are left with two identical nucleons after charged photo..

pion production, the Pauli exclusion principle is operative and thus half 

of the quantum states are excluded. This effect is quite pronounced if 

it is possible to select primarily those dynam~cal configurations of the 

. reaction y + d .-charged pion + 2 nucleons that correspond to a low 

relative energy (and hence an S-state forth~ two final nucleons). The 

purpose of the present investigation is to attempt to determine what 

fraction of the time "spin flip" occurs in the production of negative 

pions from deuterium. · 

B. Pion-Proton Coincidences Photoproduced from Deuterium 

L Cornell 

Keck and Littauer
1

' 
2 

have studied the reaction -y + d.-'IT + p + p 

al Cornell by bombarding targets of ~ 2 0 and H
2

0 with bremsstrahlung 

from the Cornell 310-Mev electron synchrotron. The pion and one of 

the protons were detected in coincidence. Pions emitted at 90° ± 10° with 

an energy of 56 ± 9 Mev were identified by their specific ionization and 
2 

range. The protons were detected by a 6. 55 g/ em Nai(Tl) crystal and 

their energy was measured using a pulse ~height analyzer. Keck and 

Littauer measured the cross section as a function of the proton energy, 

at a proton angle of 30° ± 6 °. They also varied the proton angle and 

measured the cross section integrated over proton energy. The expected 

angle and energy distribution were computed for the following cases: 

( 1) Assuming production from a free neutron at rest, and taking 

account of the geometry of the experiment. 

(2) Taking into account the internal momentum of the deuteron, 

assuming the zero range wave function and no momentum 

transfer to the "spectator" proton. 

- ... 
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The latter calculation gave satisfactory agreement with experiment, 

which·supports the assumption of negligible momentum transfer to the 

"Spectator" proton. The cross section obtained was 10,8 :1:: 1. 0 f.Lb/sterad, 

for pr~duction at 90° in th~ .laboratory by 236 -Mev photons. The eros s 

section for production of negative pions without the requirement of a 

correlated recoil was also determined, using the 'IT-~~+ ratio of Littp.uer 

and, Walker 3 to separate the 'IT- and 'IT+ -contributions in the telescope. 

The value lL 8 :1:: 1, 2 f.Lb/sterad, was obtained. They state that the agree

ment between the two cross sections may be taken as evidence that the 

"spectator process" does account for a substantial fraction of the meson 

production in the deuteron at the angles and energies involved, 

Thie 
4 

at Cornell has applied the theory developed by Chew and 

Lewis 9 to explain the experimental energy distribution .of recoils measured 

by Keck and Littauer, The general shape of the curve he obtains corres

ponds with the experhnentally.measured points; however, Thie states 

that both the half -width and the location of the maximum are at variance 

with experiment. 

2. Berkeley 
5 6 

Madey, Frank and Bandtel ' have studied the reaction 

y + d- 'IT + p +pat Berkeley using the 320-Mev bremsstrahlung of the 

Berkeley synchrotron, and a n
2 

0 ~ H
2 

0 difference, Pion-proton coin

cidences were observed at those angles predicted by the conservation 

laws for the photoproduction of a pion from a free neutron at rest, The 

predicted pairs of correlated pion and proton angles remain very nearly 

the same for photon energies of 220 to 320" Mev .. Thresholds for the 

detection of protons and pions were set by using absorbers in the proton 

and pion telescopes, Thus, the minimum photon energy that could 
J 

contribute was determined by these absorbers. The proton angle was 

varied, keeping the pion angle· fixed, It was found that the counting 

rate exhibited a well defined peak at the pair of angles predicted for 

production from a free neutron at rest, Enough absorber was added, 

first in one telescope and then in the other, to stop the maximum 

expected energy pion or proton photoproduced from a free neutron at 
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rest, by the maximum energy photon available. This reduced the counting 

rate to zero, within statisfics. This evidence shows that the .supposed 

particles have the correct range. Also, the counting rate greatly decreased 

when the pion telescope was tilted out of the plane. This provides evidence 

that the process is essentially coplanar. 

Both the work at Cornell and that at Berkeley provide evidence that 

. a large fraction of the 1T production arises. from the neutron in a loosely

bound state, and that the angle and energy correlations of production from 

the neutron are thos.e of production from a free neutron at rest which ha·s 

been smeared out by the internal momentum of the deuteron. 
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IL KINEMATICS AND BASIC PHYSICS 

A. Kinematics of Pion-Proton Coincidences Photoproduced 
from a Free Neutron at Rest 

The kinematics cf the reaction y + n - 'TT + p, where the 

neutron is assumed to be at rest and free, will be reviewed briefly for 

comparison with the three -body kinematics discussed later. 

l. Angular Correlation 

The angular correlation is shown in Fig. L Proton 

angle is~ plotted versus pion angle for various photon energies from 

near threshold to 1000 Mev. Note that the correlation angles are nearly 

independent of photon energy for the range of photon energies from 230 

to 330 Mev. 

2. Energy Correlation 

The energy correlation is shown in Fig. 2. Lines of 

constant proton angle and lines of constant photon energy are plotted on 

the plane of proton kinetic energy versus pion kinetic energy. This can 

be contrasted with Fig. 1. There is an angular correlation over a 

range of photon energies that is much closer than the correlation of 

proton or pion energies. 

B.. The Effect of the Exclusion Principle in the Photoproduction of 
Pions from· Deuterium 

l. General Discussion 

Consider the reactions 

y+ d - \ :: +n+n 

+ p + p 

·------------
Is 3P, lD, 3 

. ' F ... 

(96 percent) 3s, lP, 3D, l 
F ..... {excluded states) 

The deuteron is initially in the 
3

s state (96 percent). After photoproduc-

tion the two remaining nucleons are identical. Since two identical nucleons 

obey the Pauli Exclusion Principle they can only be in anti~syrnmetric 
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states. Therefore, unless the spin of the neutron "flips" over in the 

act of photoproduction, S states for the two final nucleons will be 

excluded, the available phase space will be reduced, and thus the cross 

section for photoproduction from a bound nucleon in deuterium will be 

reduced relative to production from a free nucleon. 

This exclusion of S states for the two final nucleons obviously 

has the most pronounced effect under conditions wherein the two final 

nucleons are in an S state the majority of the time. This occurs when 

these two final nucleons are left with low relative energy after meson 

production. Three -body kinematics for the reaction y +d.- charged pion 

+ 2 nucleons lead to the result that this condition of low relative energy 

for the two final nucleons occur ( 1) at threshold, (2) when the mesons 

are emitted in the forward direction in the laboratory, and (3) near the 

upper end of the meson spectrum, for a given. photon energy. 

Feshbach and Lax
7

' 
8

• 
10

., Chew and Lewis 9, Machida and Tamura
12

, 

S 't W t b. d Y h.ll d L L . l3 h d th th t" 1 a1 o, a ana e an amaguc 1 , an e ev1er , ave rna e e eore 1ca 

investigations of the photoproduction of pions from deuterium, using the 

impulse approximation and a phenomenological treatment which does not 
. 14 

depend on a detailed meson theory. Morpurgo has also investigated 

this problem theoretically. 

Chew and Lewis 9 point out that an experimental comparison of 

the deuteron and proton cross sections for the production of positive pions 

near zero degrees to the beam can be used to determine the nucleon spin

flip probability in the reaction y + d .- TT + + n + n. They calculate the 

distribution of nucleon recoils and the pion angular distribution, employing 

"closure theorems" in an approximation such that the final state of the 

two nucleons can remain unspecified. This approximatio.n tends to over

estimate the production from deuterium slightly, since it includes some 

final states that are not energetically possible. 

Feshbach and Lax
10 

have calculated the pion spectrum at a given 

angle to the incident photon beam. For high photon energies they employed 

the "closure approximation". At low and intermediate photon energies 

the closure approximation was not .made, but the neutron-neutron force 
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in the final nucleon state was neglected. :They integrated their pion 

· .spectra over a bremsstrahlung spectrum of photon energies. They also 

found the total <::ross section at high photon energies and near the threshold 

for meson production. The calculations of Chew and Lewis and of Feshbach 

and Lax are very similar. According to Feshbach and Lax, the principal 

difference is that Chew and Lewis focus their attention on the distribution 

of nuclear recoils, whereas Feshbach and Lax are interested primarily 

in the energy spectrum of pions at a given production angle . 

.Sa_ito, Watanabe and Yamaguchi
11 

computed the energy spectra at 

three angles (0°, 45°, 90°) for incident y -ray energies of 200, 250, 300, 

and.35 0 Mev. 

Machida and Tamura12 calculated .the energy .spectra at 0° and 90° 

produced by 340-~Mev monochromatic y -rays, ·and also the spectrum pro

.. duced at 90° by a 340-Mev bremsstrahlung spectrum. It appears that 

their calculations are only applicable when the two final nucleons are in a 
1 
S state. 

Le Levier
13 

calculated the pion spectra for various photon energies, 

under the condition of fixed recoil angles for the pion and .Qne of the protons. 
' . 

. This ,calculation forms the .basis pf the present experiment and is .discussed 

in detail in a later section. 
~ ? • ; • 

·:: ~ 

2.. Previous Experimental Work 

Any of these theories predict a large exclusion effect for 

photoproduced pions from deuterium, when the pions are emitted near zero 

degrees to the beam. Therefore, a straightforward way to determine 

experimentally the effect of the exclusion principle would be to observe 

pions emitted at zero degrees. 

Unfortunately this is difficult to do experimentally. Jarmie
15 

set out to measure the ratio of the eros s sections for the production of 

positive pions from deuterium and hydrogen at zero ·degrees. He originally 

attempted to use electronic equipment to detect the 'TT-jJ. decay of the 

positive pion. However, the large background of electrons and positrons 

in the forward direction made this very difficult. Subsequently, he used 

photographic plate techniques successfully. Unfortunately, the cross 
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+ section for 'If production at zero degrees happens ,to be, low~:r; tha·n .at 

other angles. In fact, Jarmie scanned 9. 03 cm
2 

of emulsion and found . ··r,:-· + ~ r · · -3 o 2 ·· . -1 
ten events. He quotes a cross section of I (6. 2 - l. 9~! · x 1'0 em ster. 

-1 -1 ' + ' h ' proton quanta for the cross: section.' of y + p - ·1r + n at ·a p oton energy 

of 2 78 ± "4 Mev c;tnd at 0 ± 4 degrees to the beam direction. This corre

spends to a meson energy of 134 ::h 4 Mev. 
' 2 

Jarmie then bombarded deuterium. He scanned 8. 97 em of 

emulsion and found four events. The ratio of production from deuterium 

to production from hydrogen was about 0. 4. He does not draw any con~ 

elusions about the spin-flip probability. 

White 16 has measured the cross section for production of charged 

p>hotopions from deuterium and hydrogen at 45°, 90°, and 135°. The exclu

sion effect here is not so large as at zero degrees, and this makes it more 

difficult to measure the effect of the exclusion principle" White does not 

draw any conclusions about the spin-flip probability" However, he <:.om

pares his data with the theory of Chew and Lewis, and concludes that 

the data give strong support to the validity of the impulse approximation. 
17 ' ' .. , 

Lebow, Feld, Frisch and Osborne have measured the energy dis-

tributions of charged photopions from hydrogen and deuterium at 90° and 
0 ', 

26 to the photon beam. They compare the ratio of positive pions from 

deuterium and hydrogen with a phenomenological meson theory of Feshbach 

and Lax for different laboratory pion angles in Fig. 2 of their article" The 

data of White
16 

(at laboratory angles of 45°, 90° and 135°) a:hd Littauer 
18 0 and Walker .· (at a labqratory angle of 135 ) .are also plotted. ··Lebow· et.al 

state that the data suggest that there is a large spin-dependent interaction" 
0 ' ' , 

The data at 90 (of both White and Lebow et al) would tend to suggest no 

spin-dependent interaction; however, the difference produced by these two 

degrees of spin interaction. is more pronounced at forward labor.ato,ry 

angles than for backward angles, and the 26 ° point favors a large spin

dependent interaction. 
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III. LE LEVIER'S THEORETICALLY PREDICTED PION SPECTRA - - . { 

A. Qualitative Description of the Calculation· 

LeLevier has calcu1ated the· spectrum of negative pions 

produced by monoenergetic photons on deuterium for the pion at 120° and 
0 

one of the protons at 20 . These recoil angles result when a pion is photo-.. -----

produced from a free neutron at rest, for an incident photon energy of about 

280 Mev. (Figure 1 shows that these correlated recoil. angles remain very 

nearly the same for photon energies from 240 to 320 Mev.) The calcula

tion uses the impulse approximation19 and a phenomenological spin

dependent interactio_n. 
8 

The emitted meson is treated relativistically and 

the two final nucleons are treated nonrelativistically. The calculation has 

been carried out using a Hulthen wave function for the initial deuteron, 

ljJ = N e -a r ·-e -J3r 
r 

with 13· / a = 7. 

The excitation function for the process y + d -1T + p + p has been 

~ssumed constant as a function of incident photon energy, since the excita

tion function for the production of positive pions by photons on hydrogen 

is essentially flat
20 

for photon energies fror,n 260 Mev to 310 Mev. If 

the excitation function for negative pions is the same as that for positive 

pions in this photon energy region, then this is a satisfactory approximation. 

The wave functions of the two final nucleons have been taken to be 

plane waves in all but the S-state of relative angular momentum. In the 
1s state, the 

1s interaction, corrected for coulomb scattering, has been 

obtained by fitting data from low-enet"gy p ~ p scattering experiments. 

As has been mentioned, the only available states for the two final 

identical nucleons are odd states, 
1s, 3

P, 
1
D, 

3
F. Le Levier calculated 

these spectra under two assumptions: (1) Assuming that the spin state 

of the two final nucleons is a triplet state; these spectra are designated 

"no flip", which refers to the fact that the spin of the neutron does not 



Hip over in the act of photoproduction. This would leave available the 

~, 3F ... et cetera, states. (2) Assuming that the final spin state of the 

nucleons is a singlet state; this would leave available the 
1s, 1

D ... etcetera, 

states. Since the upper part of the pion spectra produced by a mono;;, 

energetic photon is kinematically associated with an S state for the two 

final nucleons, this second assumption gives a larger ordinate for the 

upper end of the pion spectra than assumption (1). These spectra are 

designated "flip". 

B. The Calculated Spectra 

A typical theoretically predicted pion spectrum of Le Levier 

is shown in Fig. 3. This particular spectrum is calculated for 280-Mev 

photons incident. The broad maximum has its peak at the unique energy 

which would be expected for production from a free neutron at rest. This 

part of the spectrum will be designated as the "f~ee production peak". 

The sharp rise at maximum meson energy in the case of a final singlet 

spih state will be called the "spin-flip spike". For a given photon energy, 

momentum and energy conservation laws for this three -body react~on 

show that the pion energy is a maximum when the two protons have low 

relative energy. At the maximum pio~ energy possible for this photon 

energy, and with the pion angle as specified, both protons have about 20 

Mev in the laboratory even though their relative energy is less than 1 Mev. 

(See Fig. 10.) Such low relative energy protons would be in 
1
S-state. 

Spectra have been calculated for incident photon energies from 240 to 

320 Mev. 
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IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. Basic De scription of the Method 

Figure 4 illustrates the physical arrangement of the present 

experiment. The location. of the pion and proton telescopes and the target 

are shown with respect to the beam direction. The pion and p·roton tele

scopes are coplanar. 

The basic method of the experiment is the observation of 

negative pion-proton coincidences. A CD
2 

- C H
2 

difference is used for 

the target. This insures that we have a negative pion-proton coincidence, 

px;ovided both coincident particles are charged. 

The only other reaction which could contribute would then be 

-y + d.....:. 'ITo + d. This contribution is thought to be small for the following 

reasons: (1) The '!f
0 

me sons which start out in a given direction are 

smeared over a range of angles when they decay into photons. (2) Only 

four percent of the y -rays incident upon the first scintillator are converted 

by it. (3) Of those that are converted, only resultant electrons with energy 

greater than 26 or 48 Mev (depending on the absorber) penetrate the absorber 

between the 1T - 1 and 'IT ~2 scintillator s. (4) This reaction has a different 

angular correlation than the angles at which the present experiment was 

conducted. For y + d ,-'ITo+ d, 120° ± 3. 5° is correlated with 26.2° ± 1. 6°. 

The observations of the present experiment were made at 120° ± 3. 5° and 

20° ± 3. 6°. 

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the electronics. 

Besides the correlated angles, the two things that are experi

mentally determined are (a) the minimum pion energy, and {b) the time -of.

flight difference between the proton and the negative pion. The minimum 
' . 

pion energy is determined by putting copper absorber between the 1lj_ and '"2 
counters. The time of flight difference between the proton and pion is 

determined within the limits of the resolution function of the equipment. 

This is explained more completely in a later section. 
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B. The Targets 

A CD
2 

target 131 inilligra:rn/crn~ thick and 1. 75 inches in 

diatn€)ter was used. This target was loaned to the author by Dr. David 

. Clark. The CH
2 

target that was used for the subtraction was 115 milligrams/ 

em 
2 

.thick and about the s arne diameter. 

The CD2 target was pre.s-'sure molded with enough heat applied 

to the mold to melt the CD
2

. The CH
2 

target was cut hom a sheet of 

polyethylene which was checked .for uniform density. Both targets were 

suspended bythreads at three points araind the periphery. These threads 

were fastened to a larger concentric three=inch-diameter brass support 

ring. 

The CH
2 

and,.CD
2 

targets contain the same number of mole~ 

cules per square centimeter to less than five percent accuracy. The 

synchrotron beam did .not overlap the edges .of the target. 

C. The Scintillation,Counter Teles.copes 

The proton telescope consisted of a .four -inch by six-inch 

liquid scintillation counter; three ~fourths inch thick, viewed at each of 

the four~inch ends by 1P2l photomultiplier tubes. 

The pion telescope consisted oftwo.l-3/4 inch byfour-inch 

by 2. 5 g/cm.2 stilbene crystals. These were viewed at each end by 1P21 

photomultiplier tubes. 

D. The Electronic Instrumentation 

L The Photomultiplier qircuit 

The electronic instrumentation is described in detail in an 

article to be published by Dr. R. Madey, hence the electro~ics are 

described only briefly here. The photomultiplier circuit is shown in 

Fig. 6. The output of the photomultiplier circuit is connected to the 

input of the pulse~shaping circuit by means of Transradio Type C344-T 

259 0 cable. 

2. The Pulse -Shaping. Circuit 

The pulse ~shaping circuit is shown in Fig. 7. The outputs 

of the two 1P21 photomultiplier tubes that view a common scintillator, 

are connected to the two inputs of a single pulse-shaping circuit. These 

two pulses are combined in the pulse-shaping circuit. The pulse=shaping 
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circuit also performs the functions of limiting the pulses in amplitude 

. to several volts, and limiting the pulse in time by means of a piece of 

nearly shorted transmission cable connected in the grid circuit. The 

length of this "clipper" is 18 inches, which corresponds to a nominal 

pulse length of about 3. 2 x 10-9 sec. 

3. The Crystal Diode, Coincidence Circuit 

The crystal diode triple coincidence circuit is shown in Fig. 8. 

The output of the pulse- shaping circuit is connected to the input of the 

coincidence circuit by Transradio Type C3-T 197 0 cable. Any time-of

flight delay between the various pulses is inserted at this point. Once 

the coincidence has been made with time resolution of about 3 x 10- 9 

-6 
seconds, it is necessary to lengthen the output pulse to about 10 second 

in order to be able to count it with standard counting equipment. The 

output section of the coincidence circuit is designed to lengthen the coin

cidence pulse somewhat. 

4. The Pulse-Lengthening Amplifier 

The pulse -lengthening amplifier used is .the first model of the 

one shown in Fig. 9. It differs from the one shown in the following res

pects: The resistor R-24 was not present, and the IN56A diode that 

connects to the top of R-24 wa.s replaced by a piece of wire. 

This amplifier lengthens and amplifies the coincidence pulses 

so they will be suitable for use in standard microsecond counting equipment. 

( 
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V. THREE -BODY KINEMATICS OF THE REACT ION y + d - 1r- + p + p 

A. The Correlat~,on between Pion and' Proton Energies for a Given 
Photon Energy . . . .· · ·· . 

Let us apply energy-and momentum-conservation equations to 

the reaction y + d -1T .. + p + p and impose the conditions that the negative 
' 

pion and one of the protons be coplanar and at fixed angles .in this plane.. ~ 

Conservation of momentum normal to this plane shows that the other proton 

will also be in this plane. This leaves two momentum-conservation equa

tions in this plane and one energy-conservation equation, i.e., three 

equations. On the other hand, we have five unknowns: . the y -ray energy, 

the pion energy, the energy of the first proton, the energy of the second 

proton, and the angle of the second proton. 

Thus, if we consider the spectrum produced by a particular 

'I -ray energy, and consider a particular pion energy on this spectrum, 

then these two additional parameters completely specify the dynamical 

state of. the reaction. This means that each pion energy in Fig. 3 (which 

is calculated for a given photon energy) is associated with a uriique proton 
. 0 

energy at 20 . 

For a given photon energy of 280 Mev, Fig, 10 shows the energy 
! 

correlations, The final relative energy of the nucleon' pair, the energy of 
0 the center of ;mass of the two nucleons, the energy of the nucleon at 20 , 

and the energy of the other nucleon are plotted as a function of the pion 

energy. Note that when the maximum possible pion energy is approached, 

both nucleons .tend to about 22 Mev and the relative energy of the two final 

nucleons decreases. As was mentioned before, this is the region where 

the exclusion principle has an appreciable effect on photomeson production. 

B. Kinematics of the Re~ctio:n Expressed in Terms of the 
E:X:perimentally Measurecl Quantities 

The minimum ·pion energy andthe time=of-flight difference 

between.the proton and the pion are the quantities that are exper~mentally 

mea,sured ... 

See Appendix I 

f7 
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The minimum pion energy is determined by the amount of 

abs~rber placed .between the first and second pion counters. Any pion 

with more energy than this minimum amount can contribute to a coin

cidence; hence.the pion energy measurement is integral from some 

minimum value upto.the maximum energy available. 

The other quantity which is experimentally measured is the 

.time-of-flight difference between the proton and the pion. This time-of~ 

flight difference _is measured within the width of the resolution function 

of the coincide11ce system .. By "resolution function" we mean a function 

that gives the detection efficiency as a function of the difference in delay 

betweenthe input pulses .to the coincidence circuit. Thus, the time-of

flight mea.surement is integral over the time width of the resolution 

function of t,he equipment, with a relative weight given by the form of 

that function for a particular difference in delay. 

The time -of -flight difference between the proton and pion 

can be calculated if we know the energies involved. This is explained 

later in more detail. For the present experiment the proton is moving 

more slowlythan the pion, in general, and the proton counter is further 

away from the target than the pion counter. This means that the proton 

pulse occurs later in time than the pion pulse. Hence_, in order to 

record a pion-proton coincidence which has a time -of -flight difference 

.,. 
0 

withfull efficie11cy, a length of cable that provides a time delay of 

7 6 rnust,be inserted between the pion counter and the input to the coinci

dence circuit. If the coincidence system had an infinitely sharp resolu-

. tion_function, and a fixed delay T 
0 

were inserted in the input to the coinci

dence circuit,. then only those events with a tirne-of~flight difference 

exactly equal to 7' would be recorded. In actuality the coincidence 
0 ,I 

system resolution r (7' ) measures the probability that a coincidence will 

be :recorded, if there is a delay 7' between the input pulses to the coin-

, cidence circuit .. Thus, if a time -of-flight delay .,. is inserted in one 
0 

input to the coincidence circuit, and if 7' is the time-of-flight delay for 

the coincident process we are considering, then the probability of observing 

._coincidences will be proportional to r (7' - .,. 
0

). The next section describes 

how the resolution function was measured .. -

,J 
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C. Resolution Function of the Coincidence System 

The resolution £:unction of the coinciden,ce system r ('T'), was 

measured in the following way: simultaneous pulses were fed into the coinci

dence circuit, with no delay between the inputs, at afixed ~ate of N
0 
pu~ses 

per minute. Since this coincidence system has been deter..mined (from other 
'• . } 

measurements) to be almost 100 percent effici~nt with no delay between the 

inputs, we know it will record coincidences at a rate essep~ially equal to N
0

• 

This counting rate gives a number proportional to r ('T' =0). Then a length 

of eable is added in one input to the coincidence circuit corresponding to a 

.net delay 'T'='T
1

. The coincidence courting rate under this second condition 

gives a number proportional to r {'T'='T
1
). Proceeding inthi~ fashion, by 

adding delays and measuring counting rates one obtains counting rates as a 

function of net delay, 'f.'. Thus, one obtains the detection e~ficiency as a 

fuhction of the net delay between the input pulses to the coincidence circuit. 

D. The Experimental Separation of the Condition of Low Relative 
Energy for the Two Final Nucleons . · , . 

Le Levier's calculated spectra show that the free -production 

peak and tlie spin-flip spike are the· two most dominant .parts of the spectra, 

since the heaviest weight is associated with.these two regions. Table I 

shows the pion and proton energies associated with the free -production peak 

and spin-flip spike for photon energies from 260 to 320 Mev. 

For this range of photon energies, the pion energies in the 

spin-flip spikes are greater than the pion energies in the free,-production 

peaks. These .two ranges of pion energies are separable qy .means of 
. ' . '• 

absorbers. We will see that the protons correlated with the peaks and the 

tails fall into two groups, which are separable by time of flight. In fact, 

time of flight alone produces a fairly clean separation of the condition of 

low relative ener_gy from the quasi free -production conditi~n. 

Figure 11 illustrates the kinematical features of the reaction 

'I + d -'IT + p +. p .for the particular geometry under whichth,is experiment 

was conducted. The time -of-flight difference between proton and pion 

is plotted against pion energy. If production were from a .free neutron at 

rest, '( + n- 'IT + p, then there would be only one point on Fig. 11 for a 
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given photon energy. This point is enclosed by a square. Since production 

is taking place from a neutron which has a momentum distribution, the 

dynamical configurations possible for a given photon energy now take the 

form of a .line. This line corresponds to the spectrum for a constant, 

photon energy, which was plotted inFig. 3. The spin-flip spike is indicated 

by the point enclosed by a triangle. Figure 11 merely indicates the dynamical 

configurations pas sible. The probability of occurrence of a particular dynam

ical configuration, that is the ordinate of the spectrum that Le Levier cal

culated, might be thought of as plotted in a third dimension normal to the 

plane of the paper. In other words a .certain ''weight" is associated with 

each point of Fig.· 11. 

Figure 12 shows various photographs of a .three -dimensional 

model designed .to illustrate this feature pictorially. The ordinates of the 

theoretically predicted spectra are plotted normal to the plane of Fig. 11. 

The broad .ridge corresponds to the free-production peaks for the various 

photon energies, and the spin-flip spikes form the sharp ridge on the other 

side of the valley. 

Two vertical lines are drawn on Fig. 11 to indicate the two 

values of minimum pion energy that were set by absorbers. These ab

sorbers were chosen in the following way: The absorber that sets the 

mirlimum .Pion e.nergy at 80 Mev separates .the spin-flip spi;kes from the 

free-production peaks, for photon energies from 260 Mev to the brems.

strahlung upper limit. The experiment was .planned on the basis of a know

ledge of the energies of the protons and pions at only the free-production 

peaks and the spin-flip spikes. In terms of this two-body picture, the 

thinner absorber was chosen to admit the free -production energy mesons 

. contributed by the same range of photon energies as contribute to the 

spikes with the thicker absorber. It is obvious .that because of three -body 

kinematics, many photon energies can produce rriesons of the same energy. 

Two horizontal lines are drawn on Fig. 11 at delays of 

6. 38 x 10- 9 sec. and.l2 .. 24 x.lo- 9 sec~ Physically these correspond to 

the.two lengths of delay cables used for the experiment. These delays 

were chosen to correspond to the low relative energy region, and with 

the free production region. These lines are the center of the resolution 
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Figs. 12. Various photographs of a three
dimensional model of Figure 11. 
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function of the equipment. As one considers delays removed from this 

fixed delay, the detection efficiency decreases. Nominally the pulses are 

clipped (i.e., differentiated by a shorted stub) to a length of 3. 2 x 10 ~ 9 sec, 

This distance from the center of the resolution function corresponds to a 

detection efficiency of roughly 50 percent~ At ·about 6 x 10- 9 sec. the 

detection efficiency drops to zero. The delay of 12. 24 x 10= 9 sec. was 

chosen to accentuate the condition of low relative energy for. t.he two final 

nucleons.. The delay of 6. 38 x 10- 9 sec. was chosen to .be near the time of 

flight appropriate to the free -production peaks, One can see from Figs ... _J 1 

and 12 that. time of flight alone produces a fairly clean separation of the 

spin-flip spikes from the free -production peaks, since the detection efficiency 

of the coincidence system drops to zero when removed 6 x 10- 9 sec. from 

the center of the resolution function. 

One can think of the resolution function of the equipment as 

adding another "weight" to any point on fig. 11. In addition, multiple

scattering nuclear absorption, the bremsstrahlung distribution, and decay 
' . ' 

in flightall "weight'' any particular point-of Fig. 11. The absorbers give a 

zero. "weight" to pion energies below threshold. For any particular running 

condition, one delay and one absorber were used. Thus it is possible to 

weight the predicted spectra in four different ways, for different combina

tions .of absorber and time-of-flight delay. This discussion gives a qualita

tive indication of the nun:¢rical procedure, which is described in Section VI. 

E. The Measurements 

The following combinations of time -of -flight delay and minimum 

pion energy were used in collecting data: 

,Measurement 

A 

B 

c 
D 

Minimum Pion 
Energy T (Mev) 

'IT tnin 

57 
57 

80 

80 

Delay 
{in 10- 9 sec.) 

6.38 

12.24 

6.38 

12.24 



Measurements B and Dare desi-gned to emphasize the con~ 

dition of low relative energy for the two final nucleons; hence the effect 

of the exclusion principle should be noticeable .. In other words, a flip or 

no-flip .spectrum should predict a .noticeably different relative counting rate. 

Measurements. A and C are designed to emphasize the free 

production part of the spectra. A flip or no~flip spectrum should predict 

essentiallythe same relative e<;>Unting rate. This fact is valuable in itself. 

The theoretically predicted ration of G to A should be in agreement with 

the experimentally measured numbers, independent o£ th,e spin~flip proba~ 

bilitythat we desire to measure. 

When Le Levier's .theory is combined with the experimental 

resolution of the apparatus and the geometry of the exp~:riment, then relative 

counting rates for A,. B,. C and D can be predicted. One can then compare 

the ratios B/ A, C/A and D/ A that are theoretically predicted to those that 

are experimentally measured. 



VI. FOLDING-tHE THEORETICALLY PREDICTED SPECTRA INTO THE:: 
EXPERIMENTAL RESOLUTION OF THE EQUIPMENT 

A. General Discussion 

Le Levier calculated the cross section per unit meson energy, 

for a given photon energy, with the pion at 120° and one of the protons at 

20°; 

~~(T'II', hv, O,x) 
. . ~ . . . 

g 0 
= 120 d T d 0 pd kf '11' 

'11' 

X = 20° 

In order to reduce these· spectra to a counting rate that one can expect to 

observe in the laboratory, it is necessary to fold these theoretically pre

-dieted. spectra intQ the br.emsstrahlung spectrum and .the experimental 

resoluti<!>n of the ~quipment, and incorporate the particular geometry for 

which the experiment was per forme d. 

Before writing down the expected counting rate in terms of 

the theoretically predicted spectra, it is necessary to define the following 

notation: 

g 

X 
N 

n 

- laboratory pion angle 

= laboratory proton angle 

= number of cou,nts observed 

-:;: number of deuterons per cm2 in the target 

= number of equivalent phqtons 

= pion kinetic ener_gy- at production in mev 

= proton kinetic energy at production in- mev 

r ('r' ) = resolution function of the counting equipment 
(i. e. , detection efficiency vs. delay) 

E (T )= efficiency of detecting the pion. This includes 
'11' • the effect of multiple e~cattering, nuclear 

ab$orption, and decay in 'flight. 

d n (hv)= number of real photons of energy (hv) in the range 
d (hv)- d.(hv ), per "equivalent" photon of integrated beam 

= time of flight for the proton = tp (E
1
, z) 

= time of flight for the pion = t (T ) 
. '11' '11' 

'r = tp - t.,. = difference in time of flight between the 
proton and the pion. 

z = target thickness in .mg/c;,m
2 

of CD
2 

(total targetthickness = 131) 
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The ob~erved counting. rate that we would predict after nq equivalent 

photons have traversed the target.is: 

T 
11' 0 ro1n 

lrl d~T(T, lv, <:J,x > · 
(! ,:'f r2Tr r{'T(E.,z,T )-'b}dz .T · aopa J. 11' 

'If . . . 

Since Le Levier's theory predicts relative counting rates, we only need to 

compare ratios of counting rates. Thus we can discard constant factors. 

For this reason we take the counting rate per arbitrary unit of ii:1tegrated 

beam. (This unit of integrated beam is 10 nunans.) The numbers of 

target atoms cancel out in ratios • 

. . The proton counter angular width was 20° :1: 3o 7°, and the pion 

counter ~ngular width was 120° :1: 3. 5°. For this calculation, we negle,ct 

the variation of the kinematics ')f the reaction over AOp and .6nrr, and take 

them outside the integral. If N1 is the observed counting rate per unit of 

integrated b~am_tlwp: .. 

-, N 
N- (T ,T ),= constant x 

'TI'min ° !{ n -- ZS.Up ZS:U1r q 
or: 

T 
11' 0 m1n 

T }-+ }dz 
11' 0 

For a pion .angle of 120° and one of the protons at 20°, the dynamical 

state of ~he reaction is completely specified if we give hv and T as 
11' 

explained in section Vo That is, E1_ = -~ (hv, T1f). Hence everything in 

the above equation is a function of only hv, T and z. The function 
11' 

E1 (hv, T1T) is obtained from the three -body kinematics of the reaction 

'( + d - 'IT + p + p. 



·, 

B. Pion. Time of Flight 

The pion loses a negligible ·amount of energy in the 

target, air and first crystal. It l9ses an appreciable amount of 

energy only 1n the copper absorber next to the last crystal. J-Ience 

the time of flight is given by: 

t ~ 
1T-

where: 

IJ ,. 
~. ~1T (T ) (In Millimicroseconds) 

·1T 

~ 1T = 0. 364 meters 

Eo = '1T 

T ('T + 2 Eo ) 
1T 1T 1T 

T +Eo 
1T 1T 

140 Mev 

= 0. 3 m JL sec/ meter 
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C. Proton Time of Flight 

The proton time of flig~t was calculated in different ways 

depending on the range of proton en~rgy involva:l. 

For proton energies greater than 20 Mev, range-energy curves 

were used to calculate the energy losses in the CD
2 

target and in the air. 

Over the air path of this experiment 13 proton vs. proton kinetic energy 

is linear to less than six percent (for proton energies greater than .20 

Mev); hence, it is sufficiently accurate to compute the~ at the beginning 

and end of the air path and take the arithmetical average. Then 
i. .. 

tp.- 1l. where i. = 0. 8 meter. 
p 

ilt. 13P (E1_, z) 

For proton energies ll.ess than ZO Mev, the nonrell.ativistic 

expressionfor the kinetic energy T = 1/2 Mv 2 is in error by ll.ess than 
p 

two percent. Furthermore, the percent change in~ over the air path 

is appreciable; hence, the proton time of flight must be obtained by 

integration. Let T be the instantaneous energy of the proton. The range-
, ' p ' 

energy curves for protons in air and for protons in CD
2 

'can be fitted empiri-

cally by, power laws over the range of proton energies of interest. If~ 

is the production energy, 'we can easily get an expression* for T ( E, z, y) ' p -1 
where . z is the distance into the target measured from the face of the 

target nearest the proton counter and y is the distance along the air path 

measured from the target to the counter. Then, since Tp(E1, z, y):: 1/2 Mv2 

D. 

and v = dy 
air m-. y = 0. 8 meter 

=~ l-=l(:-;~;~!==(E1=, =z,=y~)=;--tp 

dn (hv) 
The Photon Source d {hv) 

The fulll. e~ergy bremsstrahlung beam of the Berkeley synchrotron 

was used as the photon source. The synchrotron was operated with a "spread 

out" beam for which peak beam intensity occurred 1. 2 milliseconds before 

>!< 
See Appendix II 
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peak magnetic field. The theoreticall bremsstrahlung spectrum has been 

corrected by Steinberger and Bishop20 • · 2ll for this condition of operation 

for finite target thickness and variation of magn~tic field during the 

expulsion period. This spectrum was used for the callculation. Figure 13 
dn (hv) . 

shows the rellative number of photons d (hv) pl\.otted as a functlon of the 

photon energy hv in mev. 

E. Pion_Corrections 

The factor e (T'TT) includes the effects of multiple scattering, 

nuclear absorption, and decay in flight. 

The pion multiple scattering inthe target, air, and first 

crystal is neglligibly sm41ll compared to the scattering in the copper absorber 

·between the 1r - 1 and 'TT_- 2 scintillators. The pion scattering in this 

absorber produces at most·aJoss of eight percent of the pions. This cor

rection was computed as a_furiction of pion energy for both absorbers used, 

using the multiple scattering with energy loss theory of Eyges • 22 The rms 

displacement of a particle was first computed, and then its multiple scatter

ing distributionfunction was integrated across the crystal width. Both these 

calculations were done numerically. 

formula 

The nuclear absorption correction was calculated from the 

~-.I. 
no 

= fraction of pions remaining 

N = Avogadro's number 
0 

A = molecular weight of Copper 

; = absorber thickness in g/cm2 

~24 . 2 
C1' = 0. 986 x 10 · = em = nuclear area for copper 

This. value of & 1s in good agreement with the poor geometry attenuation 

cross section for 85 -Mev 1r- mesons on copper measured by Chedester, 

Isaacs, Sachs and Steinberger 23 , and confirmed by Stork24 and others. 

This correction amaints to a loss of 14-percent of the pions for the thin 

absorber, and 23 percent of the pions for the thick absorber. 
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RELATIVE NUMBER OF PHOTONS VS. PHOTON ENERGY 

THE THEORETICAL BREMSSTRAHLUNG SPECTRUM HAS BEEN 

CORRECTED FOR FINITE TARGET THICKNESS AND VARIATION 

OF MAGNETIC FIELD DURING THE EXPULSION PERIOD BY 

STEINBERGER AND BISHOP 

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY OCCURS 

1200 MICROSECONDS BEFORE 

PEAK MAGNETIC FIELD 

250 300 

PHOTON ENERGY IN MEV 

Fig. 13. 
Relative number of photons 
plotted as a function of the 
photon energy. 

MU 5634 
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The number of pions lost by decay in flight was calculated 

using the formulae: 

N 
N 

0 

= 
:-·t -··---

£ 7 = fraction remaining 

7 was taken to be 2. 54 x 10-8 seconds. 

J . 0. 3.64 meter 
dt' E f 

t T =....co ~xp 
0 

X = distance along pion path in meters 
8 

c = 3 x 10 meters/sec 

p = pion mqrnentum in Mev/c 
E 

rest energy of negative pion 140 Mev 0 = = 

(in seconds) 

The loss of pions varies from four percent to five percent, over the range 

of pion energies. Actually not all these pions are lost. What happens to 

them depends on the direction in which the muon recoils in the center-of

mass system when the pion decays. If the muon recoils backward in the 

center -of mass system, with respect to the original direction of the pion, 

then the muon is considerably reduced in energy in the laboratory relative 

to the original pion energy. If it recoils at right angles to the original 

direction of the pion, it changes ,the direction of the decay muon in the 
i 

laboratory. If it decays in the direction of motion of the original pion, 
I 

then the decay muon has an increased energy relative to the original pion. 

Thus muons are lost because {!).their energy is changed relative to the 

original pion energy, (2) the range -energy relations for pions and muons 

in the same material are different, and (3) some muons may be deflected 

through large enough angles that they do not enter the 'IT -2 counter. Hence, 

the net effect is that not all the muons are lost and the five percent cor~ 

rection is made even smaller. This correction on the time -of-flight decay 

correction can be calculated in a straightforward but tedious way. It was 

not felt worth-while to do so since the net result of such a calculation 

would only decrease a five percent correction which is essentially constant 

and thus cancels out in taking ratios. 



The various pion corrections are shown in Figures 14 and ~5 

as a function of pion energy. The corrections for multiple scattering, nuclear 

absorption, and decay in flight are shown separately. Also the total cor~ 

rection; which is the product of these separate factors, is shown. 

F. Multiple Scattering of the Proton 

It is difficult to know what type of multiple~ scattering 

correction to apply to the proton. This difficulty stems from the fact that 

the reaction we are considering is a three -body reaction and thus the proton 

and pion which produce a coincidence are not correlated, since the angle 

and energy of the second proton are· not k'n.ow.n~. For a two-body reaction, 

·the multiple-scattering correction is calculable. This is possible because 

there is a definite cor:r:elation between the pair of angles at which the two 

particles are produced. l'he procedure in this case is described by 
25 

W. J. Frank. · Inthe present case, however, the multiple scattering is 

not calculable because there is no definite angular correlation for a three~ 

body reaction. 

There are, however, some qualitative arguments that suggest 

that the multiple scattering may be negligible. 

At the top of the free-production peak one has a two=body 

reaction. When we calculate production from a free neutron at rest we 

obtain the result ¥v- = 2. 5 (See Fig. 1). For a case where no mu1tiple 

scattering occurs, tle meanip~ of this expression is that if the pion 

counter subtends o degrees in the laboratory, then the proton counter can 

be 0 degrees wide, and both counters will subtend exactly the same 
2.5 

angle 1n the center-of-mass system {when both counters are centered on 

their two-body correlated angles). 

In the present experiment both counters subtend about 7° in 

the laboratory. Also the worst case. of proton multiple scattering gives 

rise to an rms multiple scattering angle of 1. 8°. Hence the multiple 

scattering for production from a free neutron at rest would be negligible. 

Similarly, the case of the spin-flip spike is essentially a 
' 

two-body reaction, since the relative energy of the two final nucleons is 

very small for the spike. The reaction 't +. _d - tr- + 2p where the two 

protons have very low relative energy is very similar kinematically to 

the reaction 't + d - tr
0 

+ d. In this case ~Q == 2. 4 and so the multiple -sy 
scattering would be negligible for the spike~ 
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This leaves the region in between the free -production peak 

and the spin-flip spike. However, this region does not have as much 

weight as either the peak or the spike and hence is not as important. 

The worst case of multiple scattering removes 30 percent 

of all those protons that start out in such a direction that they will hit 

the proton counter. When the integrations are performed, this figure 

is decreased. It represents an unrealistically pessimistic viewpoint 

because it neglects those protons that maybe scattered back into the 

counter, and it also neglects any quasi correlation. Considering these 

things, the multiple -scattering correction was neglected. 

G •. Calculation Procedure 

131 
The first integral ( { · } l r . T ( ~, z, T-A-} - 'roJ dz 

was performed by numerical integration. This yields a function, 

This function has two values, deJnding on wh. ich delay. is used. The 

integrand of the second integral e {T ) dlr(hv, T'IT) . ~ 
'IT F (hv, T ) d T 

T d T'IT 'IT 'IT 
'"in in 

was plotted as a function of T , and this integral was performed graphically. 
'IT 

There are two weighting factors and two lower limits corresponding to the 

two absorbers that were used. This then yielded a function G ( hv). The 
· ]dn(hv) · last integral a:-·(hV) G (h v) d (h v) was also performed graphically. 

The fihal res lt 1is eight numbers; the combinations of two absorbers and 

two delays yield four, and the use of a ''flip" or "no flip" spectrum 

multiplies this number by two. 
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EFFICIENCY FOR PION DETECTION €80(T,. l VS PION ENERGY 

FOR COPPER ABSORBER THICKNESS THAT SETS MINIMUM PION THRESHOLD AT 80 MEV 

CORRECTION FOR MULTIPLE SCATTERING, NUCLEAR ABSORPTION AND DECAY IN FLIGHT ARE 

SHOWN SEPARATELY 
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VII. RESUL'I;S AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. Experimental Result~ 
The following expe.ri:rpental results were obtained: 

Measurement CD
2 

counts/10 nunans CH
2 

count.s/10 nunans Difference 

A 0. 706 ± o. 025 0. 188 ± o. 023 o. 518 ± o. 034 

B o·. 075 ± o. o13 0. 036 ± o. 011 0. 039 ± 0. 017 

c 0. 221 ± o. 015 0. 089 ± 0. 012 0.132±0.019 

D o. 021 ± 0~ 004 o. 012 ± o. 004 0 •. 009 ± o. 005 

Standard deviations are indicated. 

A 11nunan 11 is an arbitrary amount of integrated synchrotron beam 

which is measured by using a precollimator ionization chamber. For the 

same beam level, same collimator, same operating conditions for the syn

chrotron, et .cetera, the number of nunans is proportional to the number of 

photons of any particular energy. Since this is a ratio experiment, the 

proportionality factor is not needed, and hence the counting rate per ten 
' 

nunans was taken. 

About ten nunans were delivered in one minute, on the average. 

Thus, the counting rates given above are approximately the counting rates 

per minute. For measurement D we see that one difference count is ob.., 

tained in about 100 minutes. This is a little more than one count in two 

hours, an extremely low counting rate. 

One might think that cosmic radiation would be a source of 

background. It is not, however, because of the :net delay o£'either six or 

twelve millimicroseconds inserted between the proton counter andthe 

two pion counters. For a counter separation of one meter, one observes 

about 100 coincidences per hour. 26 • 27 To cause an accidental coincidence, 

it would be necessary for two such extensive showers to occur successively 

with a separation in time of either six or twelve millimicroseconds and 

within a time spread of about ± 3 millimicroseconds. Because of the 

relative infrequency with wh.ictJ, these sh,owers occur, it is clear that this 

type of event is very improbab-le. 
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Measurement A was run every few hours to insure that the 

equipment was operating properly and that no drifts had occurred. The 

period during which these data were taken extended over a period of about 

three weeks •. The actual data-takil:Ig time was about 100 hours (6:l , 920 

nunans). Measurement A always checked within statistics. The IN54A 

diode resistance is temperature -sensitive, hence its bias voltage must be 

checked every hour or so {semi-conductors are not very temperature 

stable}; except for thisg no other adjustments were necessary • 
.. 

The ratios of B , C ·'i and lY calculated from the previous 
A A A 

data are as follows: 

B =o. os ±.o. oz 
A 
c =.0. 26 ±(). 03 
A 
D = 0 • 01 7 :1::0. 0 0 7 
A 

where probable errors are now being quoted. 

B~ Relative Counting Rates Predicted from Theory 

below. 
A 

Results of calculations described .in Section VI are presented 
11F 1

' refers to a flip s.pectrum, ~d •1NF'~ t<J a no-flip spectrum. 

NF 
90.6 

B C D 
_L NF ....L_ NF __E_ NE... 
16. 7 o. 816 14. 8 12 .. 3 5,. 09 o. 078 

H we compute the ratios frpm these numbers we get: 

B 
A 

F NF 

0.162 o. 009 

F NF. 

o. 144 o. 136 

F 

If 
A 

NF 

o. 0494 o. 0009 

The disagreement of the ratio C indicates that there is something basi-c

ally wrong, independent of the A spin-flip feature of the experiment. The 

trouble is that the meson theory uses a nonrelativistic approximation for 

the energy of the nucleons •. For the free-production region, the nucleons 

have from 40 to 80 Mev, and in th:is region a non.Felativistic apprbximation 
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is not very accurate. The following table shows the effect on the free

production meson energy of using-this nonrelativistic approximation for 

the nucleons. 

Photon.Energy 
(Mev) 

240 

260 

280 

300 

320 

Free -Production Meson Energy (Mev} 

Using Nonrelativistic 
Approximation for Nu

cleon Energies 

42 

53 

62 

71 

79 

Correct 
Relativistic Calculation 

46 

57' 

67 

76 

84 

This table shows that the meson energies are predicted to be about 5 Mev 

lower than they actually are, when this nonrelativistic approximation is 

made. 

One would not think that a 5 -Mev shift would produce such a 

large disagreement. It does siQl, however, for the f91lowing reas0ns: 

Only those pions with 80 Mev or 'more penetrate the thick absorber. Refer

ring to the last tabl~ we see that a pion whose free production energy is 

80 Mev is contributed by about 310-Mev photons (correct relativistic calcu

lation). Using the nonrelativistic calCulation, we would say that such pions 

are.contributed by 320-Mev pions. We need only refer to Fig. 13 to see 

that dn (hv) decreases by a factor of 2. 2 in going from 310 to 320 Mev. 
d (hv) 

Thus, the fact that dn (hv) is changing so rapidly in this region indicates 
d {Iiv.., 

that measurement C will be iri error by a large amount. 

For measurements B and D we are in a region where the 

protons have about 20 Mev, and using a nonrelativistic approximation for 

the proton energy is quite accurate. Measurement A will not he in error 

by as large an amount as C, because· dn (hv) . is changing more slowly for 
-d (hv) 

a photon energy that would produce a free -production meson energy of 

57 Mev. 
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C. A:p- AppJpximate Correction for the Nucleon Nonrelativistic 
Approximation : 

It is possible to make a rough correction to compensate for 

the :error produced by this nonrelativistic approximation for the energy of 

the nucleons. In the first place, we recognize that the measurement of 

proton energy by the time -of-flight resolution is very broad; hence, an 

erz:or of a few Mev in the proton energy will not produce a large error in 

the final result. However, as we. have seen in the last section an error of 

a few Mev in meson energy produces alarge error for some measurements. 

Referring back to the last table, which shows the error in meson 

energy, we notice that the free-production energies are shifted by about 

5 Mev on the average, and thus the error does not change more than about 

20 percent for photon energies from 240 to 320 Mev. Thus, the free

production peaks are shifted in energy by about 5 Mev. 

Figure 10 shows that if we go toward increasing meson energy 

the proton energy dec]:"eases, and vice versa. 

This error caused by the nonrelativistic approximation will 

be worse for higher energy nucleons (i.e., lower energy mesons) and 

better for lower energy nucleons(i. e., higher 'energy mesons). Thus, the 

shift at the free -production peak is a kincl. of average shift over the meson 

spectrum. Also, the spectrum weights the free -production peak the most 

heavily. 

Because of this kind of qualitative reasoning, it was decided 

that a fair correction would be to extend the limit of minimum pion energy 

5 Mev lower, to compensate for the approximate 5 -Mev shift produced by 

the nonrelativistic approximation. This was done only for the short delay, 

since this is where the approximation is in error. (For the long delay, 

the protons detected are of about 20 Mev, and hence the approximation 

is accurate.) 

The additional area produced by this integration is shown below: 

F 

16. 2 

A C 
NF 
10.8 

F 
9. 2 

NF 
10.5 

: 



If we add this correction onto the results obtained previously we get: 

A B c D 

F NF F NF F NF F NF 

119 100 16. 7 0.816 25.6 22.8 5.09 0.078 

Now we can recompute our ratios. The results are: 

B c D 
A A r 
F NF F NF F NF 

o. 140 0.00816 0.215 0.228 0.0427 0.0078 

These results are certainly in much better agreement with the experi

mental results for the ratio c. which was in question. Figure 16 shows 

a comparison of the experimAtal results with the predicted results, 

corrected for the nonrelativistic approximation used in the theory. 

D. Discussion of Results and Conclusions 

Probably the first conclusion is that a correct relativistic 

calculation of the theory should be used to compare with experiment. The 

work involved in calculating these spectra is very lengthy, even when a 

nonrelativistic approximation is made for the energies of the two nucleons. 

A correct relativistic calculation would be much more lengthy. Dr. 

Le Levier plans to make a correct relativistic calculation, setting up the 

calculations on a computing machine to make possible a solution in a 

reasonable length of time. 

So far as the ~ough correction for the use of a nonrelativistic 

expres sian for the kinetic energies of the nucleons in the theoretical cal

culations can be trusted, a few qualitative conclusions may be drawn from 

the experimental results. 

In order to believe that theory and experiment are both valid, 

the ratio C should be predicted accurately, since this ratio involves as-
A. pects of tlie theory other than the spin-flip feature. The correction that 

was applied tends to bring theory and experiment into closer agreement. 
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COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED AND 

THEORETICALLY PREDICTED RATIOS 

..1!. D £.. 
A A A 

-F 

1.2 

1.1 

1.. Q9 

-·-F -F 

0.8 0.04 0.2 

0.'7 

0.6 0.03 

0.5 

OA 0.02 I 0.1 

·o.3 

0.2 0.01 

0.1 

0 -NF 0 -NF 0 

MU- 5778 

Fig. 16. 
A comparison of the experimental 
results with the predicted results. 
The predicted results are corrected 
for the nonrelati vis tic approximation 
for nucleon energies used in the 
theoretical calculations. 
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Hence this seems to be a step in the right direction. Furthermore, it is 

a step that is justified by the qualitative reasoning of the last section, and 

suggests that a correct relativistic calculation would give closer agreemeht 

with experiment. 

Both the ratios B and D suggest that the interaction is neither 

all "flip", nor all "no flip", %ut rathlr something which is intermediate 

between these two extremes. The predictions of B and D seem to be 

consistent with each other, which is reassuring. A A 

' ) 
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. Let: 

Appendix I. Energy and Momentum Conservation Equations 
Applied to the Reaction 'Y +d -+n:- + p + p 

Proton No. 1 

T
1 

= kinetic energy of proton No. 1 

T2 - ~netic energy of proton No. 2 

T'li = kinetic energy of the pion 

T0 = kinetic energy of the center,.;of mass ofthe 
two nucleP,nS 

~ 

P1 - (momentum of proton No. 1) x IC 

~ 

P2 - (momentum of proton No~ 2) x ~: 
..!!. 

P = (momentum of pion) x ,c '~ 
11" 

= (momentum of the center of mas$ of the two 
nucleons) x ,c 

kinetic energy of the center of mass of the two 
nucleons 

. Ef = final relative k~net:i.c energy of the two riucJLeons~L.i 

EB = bind~ng energy of the deuteron 

E 
o = rest mass of the pion 

11" 

E
0 

- rest energy of the proton 

All the above quantities have the dimensions of energy. It is convenient 

to take the energy in units of Mev. The quantity~ is, of course, the 

velocity of light in a vacuum. 



The conservation equations applied to this reaction are: 

Energy Conservation: hv -= E 
0 

1T 

= E 
0 

1T 

Momentum Conservation: 
. ~=~ 

1r 
~ _p 

1T 

2 
Hence: T:P = PD 

2 
~~ 

= {Pl + P2) 
4M 4M 

Le Levier has put these equations into a concise form for calculational 

purposes by making the folilowing substitutions: 

~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ 
X = pl P2 p. 

y = z = 1T 

hv ~ hv 

1') = hv ; = E 
r=- 0 E = EB .·. 

1T 0 
hv" hv 

~ 

-~ 



,---

Then we have the kine.matical relations: 

= hy 11 
-2~ 

X 
2 = hv .11 y2 

-2-

z = 

Now if we divide the momentum-and energy-conservation ~quations by 

. hv we get them into the d:irnmsionless form: 

1 
2 1 

ll ~ 4- T +2 11 
2 energy: = '( '11 X y + E 

~ + 
TD 

+ Ef + E = 'I ,;,;- iiV 

momentum: 
~ ~· ~ ~ 

1 =}{ + y + z 

~ 

If we solve the last equation for y, square it» substitute in the energy 

equation, and collect terms, we get an equation of the form: 

2 
X - B X + c = 0-----=---------=---------- {1) 

I 
1 cos ( Q +X .) - cos X J 

c = ~~ +-L ~2 <Y
2 

- 1) - s J y2 
-1

1 
cos o + r-2 

+ ..!_ (y ; - 1 + E) ] 
'11 

Now, if we constrain the pion to be at 120° and one of the protons to be 

at 20° {i.e., at their free -production angles) by observing with counter 

telescopes at only those angles, then clearly: 

B=B(y) 

C=C(y) 



Thu,s, for every value of pion energy we select, equation (1) yields two 

solutions for the proton energy at 20°. Only one of these solutions is 

observed experimentally, since the second solution corresponds to a 
0 proton at 20 whose energy is too low to detect. 

Having solved for x, one can then solve for all the other 

quantities by using the kinematical relations. The results o~ this procedure 

are illustrated in Fig. 10. 



APPENDIX II. 

Proton Energy at Counter in ~erms of Product~on :f?nergy 

The range -energy curve for protons in~GD2 .can be presented by 

R =AT 
p 

B 

where: A= 1.. 910 

B=l.815 

T = proton energy in Mev 
p 

2 R = range in mg/cm of CD 2 

.for proton energies from 8 to 30 Mev with several percent accuracy. 

Also, the range-energy curve for protons in air can be represented by: 

R = ET D 
p 

where: R = range in meters of air NTP 

T-- = proton energy in Mev 
p 
~ = o. 01.878 

D = 1.787 

for protons from 12 to 50 Mev with several percent accuracy. 

Now if: 

y = distance along the flight path in meters 

Tp = instantaneous energy of the proton in Mev 

~ = production energy of the proton in Mev 

z = point of production in the target measured from target face 

. nearest protpn counter in mg/cm2 CD
2

• Totall target 

thickness= 131 mg/cm2• 

t = flight time of proton in seconds 
p 

,:, = 3 x 10
8 

meters/ sec 
2 

M,e = 938 Mev 



I 

Using .the. fact that 

T = 1 M 2 
p -z- v 

'II = dy 
dt 

tp = J dt 

we can express Tp = Tp (Ei, z, y) using the empirical range-energy 

relations: 

l~ B 0.D ll T = - z rtf / ~ 
p .1/·.··-TD 

y = o. 8 meter 

Hence;~= .Fv~cz' d 

\ 

y=o 

or: y = 0~ 8 p1eter 

ttP = i-l ~cz) E1a _ .~~ 
y=o 
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